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 1915.] MAN. [Nos. 22-23.

 Baluchistan. Bray.
 Baluchistan. By Denys Bray.

 Certain remarks made in the review published in MAN, 1913, No. 111, L

 onl the Baluchistan Census Report, 1911, suggest that the following note on the

 Brahi-i awe of North and South may be of some interest.

 Direction is a very vital matter to the BraiihI. I-is fundamental rule (as I have
 described elsewhere*) is nlever to go in the ever-shifting direction of the star. But

 as he has devised various ways of getting round it, his actions are probably ilmore

 cramped in reality by the awe that North and West inspire in him.

 He will never sleep with his feet to North or West. Still less would he dream

 of spitting towards either. He regards it as the height of folly to build a house

 facing North or West, for this would necessitate his turning his back on the revered

 direction as he entered. Ile would much prefer to have nothing to do with any

 water-whether natural spring, water-cut, or subterranean kairez-which runs East

 or South from its source, for water that turns its back on the revered direction must

 clearly be unlucky. Innumerable instances of disasters befalling those who have

 broken the last two of these very simple rules-I gather that the first two are

 never broken-are cited as awful warlnings, and the fact that there are hundreds of
 hiirez in thie Brahfii country which run from East to West and from South to Nortlh,

 whereas it would apparently be difficult to count half-a-dozenl that ran in the con-
 trary directions, was mentioned to me as a proof not merely of the potency of the
 belief itself, but also of the impossibility of water which tried to run in an unnatural
 direction continuing to run long.

 Mecca, of course, lies West of Balibchistan and due North, so wise BrThiiI tell
 me, lies the holy shrine of the great saint of Baghdad. Despite the attractiveness

 of the idea that the particular direction held sacred by a people indicates the
 direction from which they came to the country, I very much doubt whether we have

 here any clue to the riddle of the presence of the Dravidian-speaking Brahiii in

 Baluehistan. DENYS BRAY.

 Folklore. Lewis.
 Dancing in Stone Circles. By A. L. Lewis.

 During, the discussion on Mr. Allen Upward's paper on the " Magical U
 Siege of Troy," Mr. Hodsoln gave an interestilng account of a cerenmonial dance by
 natives at a stone circle discovered by him in India. Another speaker suggested

 the possibility of such dances having taken place at Stonehenge ; Geoffrey, of Mon-
 mouth, certainly spoke of Stonelhenge as " the Giants' Dance," but the interior of the
 circles would not have been a very convenlient place for dancing. Dance Maen, in
 Cornwall, has also the name of "Merry Maidens," from the tradition that the 19 stones
 composing the circle were girls turned to stone for dancing on Sunday, and two large

 menhuiis to the lnorth-east, not now, if ever, visible from the circle, are supposed to
 have been the "Pipers" on the occasion ; other stones which are nearer the circle
 are not, however, included in the legend. The much larger circles at Stanton Drew
 (Somersetshire) have been called the " Stone WeddiDg," the tale being that the stones
 were a wedding party which danced all through a Saturday nlight, btut became stones
 when the first rays of the sun fell upon them on the Sunday morning, which also
 happened to be the longest day.

 Borlase (Dolmens of Ireland, Vol. 2, p. 535) says four oval rings of stones
 (21 x 14 feet) near Arendorf, in Germany, were called by the natives " Jekkendanz,"
 meaning " Dance of tlle Geeks," or Silly Folk. In 1882 Sir John Lubbock also
 reproduced a picture of a native dance in a stone circle in Virginia. The tops of

 * BalbcThhistan Census Report, 191 1, paragraph [22; The Life-history of a Brihii. paragraph 240.
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